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Passage of the Bill 

The Budget (Scotland) Bill [SP Bill 25] was introduced on 25 January 2018. 
The Stage 1 debate took place on 31 January, the Finance and Constitution 
Committee considered the Bill at Stage 2 on 7 February, and the Bill was 
passed by Parliament on 21 February 2018.   

Purpose and objectives of the Bill 

The Budget Bill is the final stage in the annual budget process and gives 
parliamentary authority for spending in Scotland for financial year 2018-19.   

Provisions of the Bill 

The Bill authorises approximately £36bn of cash expenditure by the Scottish 
Government and its associated bodies, other organisations whose core 
funding is centrally provided (e.g. local authorities and health boards), the 
Forestry Commissioners, the Food Standards Agency, the Scottish 
Parliamentary Corporate Body and Audit Scotland. 

The Budget is underpinned by forecast tax revenues from the devolved taxes 
(Land and Buildings Transaction Tax and Scottish Landfill taxes) and non-
savings non-dividend income tax, which is a shared tax with the UK.  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2018/6/enacted
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Parliamentary consideration 

The Bill was amended at Stage 2 to provide an increase of £125m to Local 
Government (with an additional £34.5m allocated to Local Government in 
2017-18); £10.5m for inter-island ferries; £2m for fuel poverty; £200,000 for 
marine protected areas; and £70,000 for the Scottish Sports Association. 

These amendments were funded from a combination of tax increases (as 
voted for by Parliament in the Rate Resolution debate of 20 February 2018) 
and funding from the Scotland Reserve.  

Income tax increases were agreed between the Scottish Government and the 
Green Party as part their deal to achieve a parliamentary majority for the 
passage of the 2018-19 Budget. The deal involved increased spending on the 
areas covered above (primarily for local government) funded by changes to 
the Scottish Government’s initial income tax proposals.  

Parliament agreed that the Scottish higher rate tax threshold should be set 
lower than initially proposed (£43,430 instead of £44,273). This has the effect 
of bringing more income tax payers into the higher rate bracket, and 
increasing forecast income tax revenues.  

 

 


